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This call for expression of interest outlines the background, eligibility criteria, key dates, project overview and 

application process for the 2022-23 cohort of Practitioner Data Initiative Partnerships . It also includes the application 

form and a legal notice as appendices, along with guidance on preparing an expression of interest on behalf of your 

organization . 

To submit your application, please open the document in a PDF reader and complete the application form . Please 

review all sections and ensure they are completed, as they are each needed to process the application . For any 

inquiries, or to submit your completed EOI, please email fabdullah@blueprint-ade .ca . 

How to use this document
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Propelled by technological advancements in cloud computing, open-source software, data engineering and data 

analysis, our society is becoming increasingly data-driven . In this data-driven world, data analysis has become an 

essential future skill . This ongoing trend motivated the Future Skills Centre (FSC) and Blueprint to design and pilot the 

Practitioner Data Initiative (PDI) between March 2021 and April 2022 . 

Together, we are expanding the PDI to continue addressing this need . Participating organizations will receive flexible 

funding and expert support to improve the ways they collect, manage and analyze data to generate insights . That 

funding and support will extend to creating value with those insights through continuous program improvement, 

communication and data-driven decision-making . 

Introduction
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The Opportunity

This call for Expressions of Interest (EOI) invites community organizations in Canada, with a focus in the Greater 

Calgary Area, to apply to participate in the Practitioner Data Initiative (PDI) . The PDI is an opportunity for your 

organization to explore your strategic learning and data analytics goals, shape a plan for achieving them and begin 

implementing that plan with funding, guidance and technical support . Between September 2022 and September 2023, 

up to 7 organizations will each receive up to $175,000 in direct funding along with technical assistance from Blueprint . If 

your organization aspires to be more data-driven but requires additional funding and expertise to do so, please consider 

submitting an EOI in response to this call .

Eligibility Requirements

To be eligible for selection, your organization must be a non-profit involved in delivering employment, training, skills 

development or workforce development services . Eligible organizations operating primarily in the Greater Calgary Area 

will be considered first, though Blueprint and FSC reserve the option to select organizations from the surrounding areas 

as necessary .  

How to Apply

Please submit a completed application to Farah Abdullah at fabdullah@blueprint-ade .ca . 

Screening Process Timeline

EOI submission deadline: September 30th, 2022 Final Partner Selection: October 14, 2022

What to Expect

On or before October 17, 2022 FSC will notify your organization as to whether or not they have been selected to 

participate in the initiative . During the EOI review period, Blueprint or FSC may contact your organization to request 

additional information or clarify elements of the EOI submission .

The Practitioner Data Initiative
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Lead Organizations

The Future Skills Centre

The Future Skills Centre is a forward-thinking centre 

for research and collaboration dedicated to preparing 

Canadians for employment success . We believe 

Canadians should feel confident about the skills they 

have to succeed in a changing workforce . As a pan-

Canadian community, we are collaborating to rigorously 

identify, test, measure, and share innovative approaches 

to assessing and developing the skills Canadians need to 

thrive in the days and years ahead . FSC was founded by 

a consortium whose members are Toronto Metropolitan 

University, Blueprint and The Conference Board of 

Canada, and is funded by the Government of Canada’s 

Future Skills Program .

Blueprint

Blueprint was founded on the simple idea that evidence 

is a powerful tool for change . We work with policymakers 

and practitioners to create and use evidence to solve 

complex policy and program challenges . Our vision 

is a social policy ecosystem where evidence is used 

to improve lives, build better systems and policies 

and drive social change . Our team brings together a 

multidisciplinary group of professionals with diverse 

capabilities in policy research, data analysis, design, 

evaluation, implementation and knowledge mobilization . 

As a consortium partner of the Future Skills Centre, 

Blueprint works with partners and stakeholders to 

collaboratively generate and use evidence to help solve 

pressing future skills challenges .
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When selecting organizations to work with on this project, Blueprint and FSC will consider the following criteria: 

Skills-oriented non-profit 

Only non-profit organizations that deliver workforce development, training or other labour-market supports will be 

considered . 

Regional focus

Organizations that operate primarily within the Greater Calgary and surrounding areas will be considered first . 

Strategic alignment

We want to partner with organizations whose leadership is invested in building their data capacity . Organizations that 

can demonstrate this strategic focus in their applications will be preferred .

Experience 

Some experience working with data, identifying gaps in data capacity and attempting to address them will be viewed 

favourably in the selection process . 

Scale 

We are targeting organizations with annual revenue at or over $2,000,000, a scale that will enable the PDI team to 

effectively and cooperatively collaborate with the organization’s leadership to build better data capacity . 

Selection Criteria
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Between the end of October 2022 and the beginning of September 2023, Partner organizations will collaborate closely 

with Blueprint to refine strategic data goals and co-develop approaches for working toward them . The Blueprint PDI 

team will accompany each Partner in the early stages of execution and support a gradual transition of ownership and 

governance to the Partner team . 

Timelines
PDI Partnerships in this round will be separated into two cohorts . The first cohort will comprise three Partner 

organizations . The second will comprise four . 

Project Overview

achievable data goals for the organization . Together with 

the Partner, a workplan with activities and milestones 

is developed with recommended project governance 

processes tailored to each organization’s structure .

PHASE II - ACCOMPANIMENT

In this phase, Blueprint will accompany each Partner through 

the activities described in the plan created in Phase I by 

providing tailored support and coaching . This phase seeks 

to build capacity by teaching staff at Partner organizations 

how to engage, manage and maintain this work . 

PHASE III – SUSTAINABILITY

This phase marks the end of Blueprint’s technical and 

strategic support for the Partner’s PDI engagement . 

With a series of conversations, Blueprint and the Partner 

will work together to ensure that the structures, plans 

and resources are in place to sustain the momentum 

generated in Phases I and II .   

Oct 2022 Jan 2023 Apr 2023 Jul 2023

COHORT 1

COHORT 2

Discovery

Discovery

Closeout

Closeout

Accompaniment

Accompaniment

Three Phases

PHASE I - DISCOVERY

Blueprint will work with each Partner to develop ambitious 

but achievable goals for the Partnership and beyond, with a 

flexible process built around three key workshops: 

1. Mission, Vision, Strategy

This workshop reviews each Partner’s strategic 

documents, organizational goals and programming 

to co-develop a set of learning questions and a draft 

impact story . 

2. People, Processes, Technology

This workshop examines each Partner’s staff 

resources, technology stack and data processes that 

currently exist in the organization while identifying 

opportunities for growth .  

3. Goal Setting, Planning, Governance

This workshop reviews the outputs of each previous 

workshop with a focus towards articulating a set of 
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A PDI engagement is a collaborative endeavour between your organization and Blueprint . PDI Partnerships work 

best with an available and engaged Partner team . The success of a PDI engagement depends on the Partner team’s 

energetic participation in activities including, but not limited to: attending meetings, participating in workshops, 

completing assigned prep activities, drafting documents and reviewing content . Your commitment to the engagement’s 

success will maximize the impact of the support provided and establish continued ownership of the PDI work for 

ongoing sustainable change .

Phase Item

Discovery

Estimated time 
commitment per staff is 
up to 3 days

Prepare relevant documentation and records for initial analysis

Attend kick-off

Establish internal PDI working group 

Attend and engage in workshops

Share information by making relevant staff available for interviews

Planning

Estimated time 
commitment depends on 
the activities identified in 
the Discovery Phase

Attend regular check-ins with Blueprint

Make relevant staff available for execution of specified activities 

Participate in PDI events such as webinars, roundtables and other portfolio-level capacity-
building initiatives 

Implementation

Estimated time 
commitment per staff is 
up to 2.5 days

Attend series of closeout meetings 

Participate in a project retrospective (TBC)

Expected Partner Activities
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Application Form

Organization Information 

Please provide the following information about your organization

Organization name

Organization address

Non-profit status Please indicate whether your organization is a non-profit or for-profit entity 

Total number of staff Please provide your best estimate of the number of staff across all locations 

Annual revenue (2021-22 fiscal year)  Please round to the nearest $100,000 

Service delivery portfolio

Please briefly list the types of services you deliver (e.g. training, job search assistance, mental health, housing, childcare) 

Contact Information 

Please provide the following information about your organization

Full name 

Role 

Email address 

Telephone number 
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Application Form

Strategic Learning Goals

Please give a short description of the strategic learning goals of your organization that this project might help you with . 

What kind of questions do you hope to answer with an increase in your data capacity? (200 word limit)

Data Goals

What goals do you have in terms of data skills or infrastructure? What does your organization aspire to be able to do 

with data that it is not currently able to? (200 word limit) 
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Application Form

Current State of Your Organization

Over the past year, how has your organization used data analysis? Specific examples of how data analysis has 

contributed to decision-making, marketing, or communications are welcome . (200 word limit)

Needs and Barriers
What are the gaps in your data capacity? From your perspective, what is needed to address them? (200 word limit)
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Application Form

Budget priorities outline

If you receive the grant, how will you spend it to increase your data capacity? Please note that this outline does 

not commit you to spending the grant in this way should you receive it . The purpose of this EOI section is to clearly 

communicate the data-related investment priorities your organization has already identified . At this stage we are 

interested in a budget outline to get a better understanding of where you see the gaps in your organization’s data 

capacity, and how you would spend the money to increase your data capacity . Examples of line items include:

  Direct staff costs associated with discovery and planning activities

  Procurement and licensing of data analytics technologies and software

  Staff training, for both general data science and analysis capabilities, and to support use of new data analytics 

technologies

  Hiring additional staff to build data capacity and carry out data collection, management, analysis and 

reporting processes

  Procurement of data technology-specific technical support for customized implementations

Organizations taking part in this project may receive up to $175,000 . Please include a brief budget outline of how 

you would spend that grant, either by attaching a separate page to your EOI, or by completing the template on the 

following page . 
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APPLICATION FORM

Budget priorities

Description

Briefly describe your data-related budget priorities in the box below (200 word limit) 

 

 

Top budget priorities

Please list three of your top priorities in the table below, along with your estimate of what they would cost . If you do not 

have enough information to estimate their cost, feel free to provide a range, or leave the estimated cost blank . 

Priority Estimated cost

TOTAL
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Legal Notice

The Future Skills Centre is referred to as FSC throughout this document . By submitting an Expression of Interest 

(“EOI”), you confirm that you have read, understand and accept the information contained in this Call for Expressions of 

Interest and, that each of you, the applicant (the “Proponent”), and any project partners agree as follows:

a) Blueprint-ADE may at any time suspend, terminate, cancel, withdraw, amend or alter all or any portion of this call 

for Expressions of Interest (EOIs), including but not limited to the EOI requirements, the EOI selection and review 

process and the EOI eligibility criteria .

b) FSC reserves the unqualified right to select any partner organizations for participation in the initiative, whether or not 

they have submitted an EOI . 

c) No conduct, act or omission of FSC, or FSC Consortium Partners (Blueprint-ADE, Ryerson University, and 

Conference Board of Canada) or their directors, officers, consultants, project advisors, agents, servants and their 

respective successors and assigns (collectively the “FSC Parties”) other than a direct, explicit approval in writing 

from FSC, will constitute acceptance of the EOI,

d) This call for EOIs is an invitation for EOIs only . It is not an offer and the submission of an EOI does not create a 

contract or agreement of any kind between FSC or FSC Parties and the Proponent .

e) As between the parties, the EOI and all documents and materials you submit to FSC in connection with the EOI Stage 

and all intellectual property in and to the foregoing are the exclusive property of FSC immediately upon delivery to 

FSC . For clarity, this refers to the materials themselves, not to any technology or innovations disclosed or discussed 

in them . Intellectual property developed during the course of the project will be addressed through the funding 

agreement and will normally be owned by the Proponent .

f) You, the Proponent and any project partners will keep this EOI Stage confidential and will not use, reproduce or 

distribute it, any portion of it, or any information contained within it . 

g) Neither FSC nor any of FSC Parties will have any liability whatsoever to you, the Proponent or any project partners, in 

connection with this EOI Stage or any EOI prepared in response to it .

h) You, the Proponent will not make a claim against FSC or FSC Parties for any reason whatsoever or howsoever 

relating to this EOI Stage . You are undertaking the expenditures required to prepare and submit an EOI entirely at 

your own risk, and you waive any right and release FSC and FSC Parties from any demands, liability, claim or recovery 

for costs, expenses, or damages incurred whatsoever or howsoever arising out of or relating to this EOI Stage or any 

EOI prepared in response to it, whether such right or claim arises in contract, negligence or otherwise .

i) FSC takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the information supplied during this EOI Stage process by FSC or 

FSC Parties .
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